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Front cover illustration: In the foreground a sun bear is holding a wild durian fruit (Durio dulcis), which only 
fruits during the mast episodes. On the left is a strangling fig (Ficus spp.) a species that fruits at irregular inter-
vals, one of the most important fruit species in the sun bear diet during the prolonged inter-mast period. To the 
right is a tree with clawmarks left behind after a bear climbed the tree. In the center a sun bear is feeding on a 
termite mound. Fires, set by humans, are looming in the background.

Back cover illustration: On the right a sun bear is climbing a tree to investigate a stingless bee’s nest: only the 
characteristic nest entrance tube can be seen at the top of the tree. Small pitcher plants at the base of the tree 
hold rainwater, occasionally used by sun bears to quench their thirst. In the lower left corner a large reticulated 
python can be seen, one of the few natural predators of sun bears. Behind the snake, coconut trees planted near 
the forest edge by farmers have been covered with metal sheeting to protect them from sun bears climbing up 
and eating the growth shoot. In the back farmers have set fires to clear land.
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This thesis is dedicated to sun bears, in particular my bear friends

Ganja, Ucil, Schizo and si Kecil

may enough forest be conserved for this wonderful species 

to persist till eternity!

And to Ingmar…

may he become inspired to safe forests and wildlife in the future!




